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CREW TRANSFER IN ORBITING SPACECRAFT
Norman Belas co*
[
Th_ze are two primary problems common to the
transfer of crew nlembers in space whether it be
between vehicles in close proximity, or between
compartments of a sir_le large vehicle. These
are: (1) maneuverability/locomotion/propulsion
in zero g, and (2) protection and support during
transfer.
_%is paper integrates pertinent results of inde-
pendent studies; each study considering important
factors of the two primary problems.
I_2RODUCTION
There are two primary problems common to the transfer of crew
members in space, whether it be between vehicles in close prox-
imity, or between compartments of a single large vehicle. These
are:
(1) maneuverability/locomotion/propulsion in zero g, and
(2) protection and support during transfer.
In all transfer cases, the former must be accommodated in some
manner since it appears impractical to move the vehicle about _
the cre__ member. For the latter, except for cases of transfer
which are completely in, from, to, and through pressurized com-
partments of the same vehicle or joined vehicles, a personal
protective enclosure having an environmental control capability
is required.
The independent studies whose results are presented in
this paper were initiated while the author was employed as
Supervising Engineer of Advanced Life Support Engineering ,
Missile and Space Division, General Electric Company. The i
studies were continued and updated since the author's recent
pcsition change to the Crew Systems Division. NAS_ Manned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. !
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This paper integrates pertinent results of independent studies;
each study considering important factors of the two primary
problems. The material presented in the paper includes discus-
sions and data relative to:
1. The factors that limit the time of transfer in a pressurized
suit and the means for increasing allowable transfer time.
2. Techniques of transfer.
3. Design concepts of equipment for maneuvering/locomoting /
stabilizing and propelling.
4. Geometric dimensions of an inflated and occupied space suit
(Table 1 and Figs. 1-3).
5. Configurations and dimensional requirements of air locksj
hatchways, and transfer tunnels for ingress, e_ress, and
performance of assigned tasks (Figs. 4-6).
6. Detailed prediction of mobility that will be achieved in
early extravehicular space-suit design.
LIMITATIONS IMPOSED UPON THE CREWMAN BY ENVIRO_2_T AND PRO-
TECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Design goals of the prototype extravehicular personal protective
enclosures (space suits) presently beir,E developed are primarily
(1) increased mobility, (2) adequate thermal balance, and (3)
material and fabrication integrity. The most critical single
factor upon which development emphasis is being placed is thermal
balance.
Thermal Balance Limitations
Because of the radiation heat sink available in space during
extravehicular transfer, the suited astronaut will transfer much
of his generated metabolic energy to black space. Calculations
indicate that with an initial air temperature of 7_° F in the
suit, a suited astronaut will provide a net radiation in the
vicinity of 675 Btu/hr. This radiating process from the suit
is dependent on the radiation transfer between the man and his
suit as well as the natural connective transfer of the pressurized
m i , _ -[ '""'"" - ....................... l llll lillllil ii iiii i i i u an
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(02) within the suit. For the heat stol'age in a 175-ibgas
human, calculations indicate that a total heat storage of 390 Btu
is possible before high body fever will seriously reduce the
efficiency of thc astronaut.
Considering all.[leat-transfer mechanisms, a total heat-transfer
capability of 67_ Bt-,/hr can be available in early space-suit
designs for an ___tronaut situated in space in a pressurized but
virtually unventilated space suit. In addition, the man is
capable of storing another 330 Btu of heat. Hence, from a
thermal-balance standpoint or_ly,and neglecting other related
factors, an astronaut working at a rate of 300, _00, oz even
700 Btu/hr should be capable of working in space (in orbit) with-
l
out appreciable g_.sventilation for periods of time approaching
1 hour. For work rates of 200 to _00 Btu/hr, a steady-state2
condition of heat flow from the astronaut to black space is quite _
possible. In the case of the 700 Btu/hr work rate, an exposure i
1
period of under _ hr appears to offer no excessive discomfort
(from a therv_l viewpoint only). However, when positive infor- _
mation as to longer _ork periods in space is available, a
L•
transient analysis can be conducted with computer facilities to
establish an accurate profile of man temperatures versus time.
Suit Occupancy Limitations _
Testing, directly applicable to transfer time limits, was con-
ducted with a MK IV full-p_sure suit. Test objectives were to
determine the suit-system factors which limit transfer, extra-
t
vehicular duty tours, and survival time, when the suit is being
used without a back pack or oxygen supply source. The limiting i
factors were anticipate to be thermal balance, CO2 buildup,
oxygen partial-pressure depletion, and total-suit-pressure de-
gradation resulting from suit leakage.
Analysis of initial tes_ results substantiates the preceding _ :"
discussion in that thermal balance should not become a stringent
limiting factor in extravehicular crew transfer. The results
show the critical factors that will limit use of the suit without
"1966006308-006
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environmental control system support are 02 depletion and/or
total-suit-pressure degradation. The C02 buildup, although ex-
ceeding the desirable operational range, does not become critical
before either 02 or pressure depletion. Suit leakage rate itself
will determine the first critical factor - suit pressure degrada-
tion or 02 depletion. The curves in Figs. 7 and 8 show the
plotted results of one of the suit tests. A comparison shows
that with the stated leak rate (approximately l,700 cc per minute
at 3.5 psig), oxygen depletion is most critical and thus is the
limiting factor for time of useful consciousness. Further exami-
nation of these curves as related to various pressure depletion
times as a function of leak rate (Fig. 9) shows that either 02
depletion or pressure depletion can be the critical factor that
limits use in this operational mode. Fig. lO is a photograph of
the test in progress.
Simple Techniques for Increasin_ Transfer Time
For the transfer mission, a 1-1b oxygen supply bottle and regu-
lator should be uncoupled from the back-pack system (as a module)
and used.
Tests have substantiated the validity of this approach, since the
time-limiting factor in the suit tested is the 02 supply (when an
open-cycle operational mode is used, that is, low flow rate of I
02 to the suit to provide primarily for leakage make-up). Open- i
cycle operation compensates for the C02 buildup so that an
extremely critical C02 concentration is not reached during thisJ
operational mode. In the tests conducted, the time of useful
action, based on use of the bottle and regulator module from the
back pack, is a maximum of approximately 25 minutes. (This period
includes a total of 20 minutes while the 02 bottle is in use, plus
up to 5 minutes without 02 flow during which time the suit pressure
will be diminishing and C02 will be building up to a critical
level.) By using these results as representative criteria,
"normal" usage in this activity mode can be estimated at approxi-
mately 20 minutes; thus, transfer tasks and/or procednres should
I
< not exceed the difference between s_fe return and 90 m_nutes.
!
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Specifically, transfer tasks must be terminated or aborted before
the point of "no return" is reached.
CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF CREWMEN IN PROTECTIVE SUITS
Crew-transfer task requirements will best be accor._nodatedby a
suit design in which standing, walking, bending, kneeling, and
sitting can be possible. The efforts for producing early extra-
vehicular space suits are concentrating upon increasing mobility,
primarily for the hip and shoulder-motion ranges, and minimizing
the forces required to achieve the broader ranges of motion. The
ultimate will be achieved when the range of motion at both the mr
shoulder and hip approximate the wide range of the normal unsuited
human.
Mobility Test Results
Figs. ll through 20 illustrate various typical dynamic motions of
the test subject. The photographs can be scaled to define the
spatial envelope of the partLcular position of the astronaut and
the limits and capabilities of his mobility. In most of the
studies, the test subject was told to flex to the limit of h_s
ab{lity to illustrate maximum contraction or expansion of body
members.
Anticipated Mobility of Early Extravehicular Suits
To express the anticipated =.obility of early space suits, a list
of representative _hnctional gross bodF movements (Table 2) was
prepared. The table contains complete test data obtained from
tests conducted with the Mercury suit at 3._ and 1.O psig. A
hidden significance of the increased mobility at reduced pressures
conveys the potential for a suit design that incorporates mechan-
ical pressurization techniques in conjunction with the pneumatic
pressurization techniques.
EXTRAVEHICULAR TRANSFER TECHNIQUES
The method of transfer to a parent vehicle from s ort vehicles ' :
" ' - L
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can be accomplished by any one of a number of manned propulsion
E
capabilities or by powered propulsion, i
Short Spans
When the distance to be traversed is small (under lO0 feet),
powered devices require micro-thrust ranges and "catcher" devices
which render their use impractical. For these cases, transfer
can be successfully consummated within allowable time limitations
by any one of the following simple manual devices: liues, tele-
scoping pole 3 telescoping ladders, net, or personnel tunnels.
Artists concepts of net and personnel tunnels are shown in
Figs. 21 and 22.
Long Distances
For transfer between vehicles exceeding a separation of lO0 feet,
devices, vehicles, and techniques making use of powered propulsion
are preferable. In the space environment, movement occurs without
damping. Accordingly, all devices must provide micro-thrust capa-
bility so that minimum thrust can be employed during acceleration
and deceleration.
The propulsion devices should be manually controlled and mounted
to the suit system, in a manner which inherently tends to improve
alignment and thus reduce the moments about the body which give
undesirable rotations instead of translation. Both acceleration
and deceleration can be obtained from the same thrust device by
re-orienting it with respect to the velocity vector. This type
of system would require skill and prior training on the part of
the operator. Impact against other men, against the operator's
mother ship, or against other employed devices vividly represents
a hazard. Bumper and catcher devices, which will decelerate the
man appropriately, are necessary for these applications. If
mlcro-thrust levels can be achieved, such restraint mechanisms
may be minimal. Early experimental work with personal propulsion
systems has indicated the need for considerably more development
I to provide the thrust levels and control required for performing
i
1 extravehicular tasks. Figs. 23 through 26 show artists concepts
...................................w mmmmw_!mmm_, mm_mm
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of personal transport devices.
ErmAVEHICULAR S VER TECI IqV S
Static Anthropometric Dimensions
Tne spatial requirements of a space suited crew member and his
movements influence the design of hatches, locks, tubes, and
confined work areas. For transfers to be consummated, an ini-
tial set of clearance dimensions and configurations must be
@
selected which will permit the unrestricted passage of the
pressurized suited crewman.
Since early extra-vehicular space suits are presently unavail-
able, measurements were taken of a Mercury Full Pressure Suit
with attached backpack. The suit pressure was 1.0 psi which
again employed the aforementioned philosophy, i.e., simulation
of anticipated increases in mobility through reduction in
suit pressure.
Table 1 and F_gures i, 2, a_d 5 show the tabular data, and
the dimensional profiles from which the data vere extracted•
Crew Transfer Clearance Dimensions
Ingress and egress clearance dimensions in both zero "g" and
sub-gravity are determined by these factors:
. transfer orientation relative to operator's centerline;
• position of operator while transferring;
• length of passage in relation to the operator's spatial
envelope. _
I ,Lc
Orientation and geometric configurations are the most rigid 1
1966006308-010
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of these factors (being dictated by the structure of the
space station), whereas man will be the determining size fac-
tor. To analyze the relationship of these factors, a group
of five basic geometric configurations is used as a framework
within which design criteria can be considered. The basic
types are representative of those commonly utilized in vehicle
design and are illustrated in Figures 4, _, and 6. They are:
Types A and B - Interconnecting hatches parallel to the crew
members vertical center!inc.
Type C - Interconnecting hatchway less than 18 inches long.
Type D - Interconnecting hatchway more than 18 inches long.
Type E -Representative Air Lock
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i CREW THANS_R STUDY - STATIC ANTEROPOMETRIC DATA
'_ Standing Position
"7
Code Item Inches
A Height 7C
B Eye _)g
I C Shoulder _7_ __
D Knuckle }2
1 E Arm span 6_
F Shoulder breadth 21_
G Extended arm 31_
' H Chest depth Not obtained ' :
i I Chest depth plus back pack l_ ;
J Backpack depth Not obtained : ;
4 _
Seated Position
K Seated height (from ref. point) 361_o
J
L Shoulder height 24_
M Elbow 9 _:
N Knee 23_ _
0 Buttock-knee 2_8_
_ .
.- _
I .,<:
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FU_E'IIOI4A].GROSS BODYMOVEMENTS AT I PSIG
Easy to Perform
Fall to prone po_ti_ f-_m 8tending From the upright position, lower to
position c_ a nat. hande Lnd kneee with the use of
wall chair or other" physical support
Roll fz_zarapine tc prone _oeiti_n (No assistance required.)
Raise fro8 • prone position to hands and Fr_ the upright position, io_.r to a
knees, deep squat.
Crawl fommrd 6 feet. PAise from the deep squat to the upright
position (note: with or vithout
Crawl ba_ 6 feet. assistance). (No aaalstance required_
E_ocute • 360-deKree turn in place on Walk rj feet on level grade at slow speed,
n&nde and knees, tu_ 180 degrees and return.
From hands and _eee, raise to _ittin_ Walk 50 feet at _ speed etraight a_y,
pooitionvlth feet e_kemded vith no if poeelble.
aselstaace. (No aulstaace req_i_)
Walk 8ide_ye by oid_-eteppt_ at lee_
From hands and knees, _ to catting 5 feet,
poattlon with feet _od _th
assistance;namalT, the uae of • Walk back--s 5 feet.
cheat or p_cal npport.
(to aosietance re_) Walk _ • standard _ with 8-inch
rioere for at least foe' steps; t_ra
Raise fr_a _and8 and kneee to an upl_ht on the 8tope and _ dram _th or
poaltlcn with t_ use of wail cheat vithout handzstA!s.
or other pbysA_ mq_ort.
St_z_n8 broed-3unp. Distance 38_ in..
From the up_t. poettion, lower to
hands end knees without help. _p Jump. Distance _ in..
Jump down fr_ • 1-foot platform.
Difficult to Perform
Roll frcu prone to eupine poatti_n Ralee fr_ _nd8 and kneee to an up-
wearing back pack. right position with no •esiet_nee
(no assistance _ired)
Side-step_ feet to the ri_t in a _anas-
_nd-kneeo pooltion. Climb • vertical ladder with 8-inch
rieem and flat rungs. C1Ambup fou_
8ide-_tep _ feet to the left in • ha_de- crop8 and dc_m four otepo.
knee position.
_alee man with • atmulated backpack and/or
_bilical by the ehoulde_ gad drag 10
feet in • etr_ight line.
Xu_Ible to Po_fom
l_t_ mn _ of the fl_r (_te_
in the
for • dietanee of at lee_t _ f_t.
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i Note-air locks to
be 3'.,-0" rain.die.; to
allow clearancefor
manualoperation
Fig. 6 Basic GeometricConfiguration-Minimum ClearanceDiagram
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Fig. 9 Pressure Depletion in Suit as a Function of Leak Rate
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